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Rare Coin Price Guide
Interest in coin collecting and paper money is at an all-time high, thanks in part to the new designs of modern U.S. coins and
currency, the increasing market value of precious metals, and the great investment coin collecting has been in recent years.
Recent reports estimate that there are over 1 million serious coin collectors in the U.S. And the U.S. Mint estimates that nearly
150 million people have collected the 50 State Quarters. The bestselling Warman's Coins & Paper Money, now in its 5th edition, is
the most comprehensive, colorful, informative, and thorough identification and price guide of its kind. It covers everything from
the evolution of U.S. coins and currency to the latest in minted coinage. Big, bold and informative, this invaluable tool is a
must-have for collectors of all levels, whether they are children or adults, novice or experienced veterans. But this book doesn't
stop at U.S. coins and currency. It also features a panoramic and full-color view of coins and currency from Canada, Mexico, and
Europe. About the Author A veteran numismatist by trade and passion, Arlyn G. Sieber is a freelance writer and editor. A former
editor of Numismatic News and Coin Prices magazine, Sieber was a 25-year employee for Krause Publications. His previous numismatic
book credits as a writer, editor or contributor include the first two editions of North American Coins & Prices, Warman's
Companion World Coins & Currency, 2nd Edition, Warman's World Coins Field Guide, Instant Coin Collector, and Gold Rush. Sieber has
also contributed to The Numismatist, the ANA's official journal. Sieber is a 25-year member of the ANA and the Central States
Numismatic Society.
The Official Red BookA Guide Book of United States Coinsis 72 years young and going strong. Collectors around the country love the
book's grade-by-grade values, auction records, historical background, detailed specifications, high-resolution photographs, and
accurate mintage data. How rare are your coins? How much are they worth? The Red Book tells you, covering everything from early
colonial copper tokens to hefty Old West silver dollars and dazzling gold coins. You'll find 32,500] prices for more than 7,600
coins, tokens, medals, sets, and other collectibles. Articles on investing, grading coins, and detecting counterfeits will make
you a savvy collector; and entertaining essays on the history of American coinage, shipwrecks and hoards, and the modern rare-coin
market give you an inside look at "the hobby of kings." These are just some of the features of the Red Bookthe world's bestselling coin price guide (more than 24 million copies sold). Full Color [[ 7.7" x 6" x 1.25
In this book, we’ll explore the phenomenon of coin collecting and give you ways to get started on your own collection. There are
many, many nuances of the hobby and it’s almost impossible to give you all the information you’ll need to become a seasoned
collector. What we have done is give you enough to get started in this rather enjoyable activity.
America’s #1 consumer advocate for coin hobbyists, collectors, and investors is Scott Travers. Now he has created a guide that
provides comprehensive facts on all U.S. coins and a complete listing of the fair market value for your coins today. Plus, he
teaches you how to play the lucrative global game of coin collecting by including: • A breakdown of valuable varieties of coins
that are hiding in pocket change • Secrets of how to grade, trade and preserve coins like the experts • Current trends in the coin
market and how to capitalize with your own collection • The most complete and current price guide on the market today! “If you’re
buying just one price guide to see what your coins are worth, this is the obvious choice.” –COINage magazine
A Complete Illustrated Guide with Valuations
The Insider's Guide to U.S. Coin Values, 21st Edition
The Official Red Book
The Blackbook Price Guide of U. S. Coins 1993
Bluebook 2022 Trade Paper
In the third edition of the best-selling and award-winning 100 Greatest U.S. Coins, numismatic author Jeff Garrett takes the reader on a personal guided tour of the nation's greatest coinage. "Each of the
100 Greatest was voted into place by leading coin dealers, researchers, and historians," says Whitman publisher Dennis Tucker. Inside the reader will find prized and seldom-seen rarities - the unique and
high-valued pieces that collectors dream about, like the 1913 Liberty Head nickel and the 1804 dollar (the "King of American Coins"). The book also explores more readily available and widely popular coins:
pieces so beautiful or with such strange and facinating stories that everybody wants one. By Jeff Garrett. Hardcover, 144 Full Color Pages, Metallic-Foil Cover.
An invaluable reference guide for both hobbyists and serious investors features the latest price information and specifications from all major coins, describing the coin rating system and certification process.
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Original.
The Insider's Guide to U.S. Coin Values, 21st EditionHouse of Collectibles
Describes and prices each coin, and covers buying, cleaning, and selling
Official Blackbook Price Guide to United States Coins
Coin Inventory Log Book
Paper Money of the United States
The Insider's Guide to U.S. Coin Values 2004
The Official Blackbook Price Guide to United States Coins 2013, 51st Edition
Don't be overcharged when you buy-- Don't be shortchanged--. When you sell. America's #1 consumer advocate for coin hobbyists, collectors, and investors is Scott Travers. His mission is to
make sure you never fall prey to unscrupulous buyers or sellers. Now he has created a guide that provides comprehensive facts on all U.S. coins, advice on collecting trends, and a complete
listing of the fair market value for your coins today. Plus, he teaches you to be the expert with information on: Understanding coin grades and what they mean in dollars and cents for collectors
The advantages of a "certified coin" from a grading service Essential specifications--diameter, weight, composition, edge, and designers--for popular U.S. coins Comprehensive listings of coin
periodicals The most complete and current price guide on the market today!
"Collectors around the country love the book's grade-by-grade values, auction records, historical background, detailed specifications, high-resolution photographs, and accurate mintage data.
How rare are your coins? How much are they worth? The Red Book tells you, covering everything from early colonial copper tokens to hefty Old West silver dollars and dazzling gold coins.
You'll find 32,500+ prices for more than 7,600 coins, tokens, medals, sets, and other collectibles. You'll also round out your education in commemoratives, Proof and Mint coins, error coins,
Civil War tokens, Confederate coins, private gold, and all the latest National Park quarters, Presidential and Native American dollars, Lincoln cents, and more. Articles on investing, grading
coins, and detecting counterfeits will make you a savvy collector; and entertaining essays on the history of American coinage, shipwrecks and hoards, and the modern rare-coin market give
you an inside look at "the hobby of kings." These are just some of the features of the informative, entertaining, invaluable Red Book--the world's best-selling coin price guide."--Publisher's
website.
"Mega red is the new expanded version of the hobby's best-selling guide book of United States coins (the red book), with more pricing in more grades than the regular edition, plus certified
population data, more die varieties, and more auction records. It covers American coinage from colonial times to the modern day--copper tokens and half cents through $20 gold double
eagles, plus bullion, commemoratives, Proof and Mint sets, significant patterns and medals, error coins, and other collectibles. It has everything you need to know about U.S. coins." -A comprehensive retail price guide that features more than 45,000 values in as many as 14 different grades. Also includes a detailed analysis of the rare coin market from August 2007 to
August 2008 by Coin Values analyst Mark Ferguson. There are chapters on mintages, Proof and Uncirculated Mint sets commemorative coins. Within each valuing section there are technical
specifications for each series, such as size weight and composition. This years feature, The Lincoln Cent: 100 Years of Greatness, focuses on why the series has been popular for so long.
The Official Red Book, Spiral
The Official Blackbook Price Guide to World Coins
The Insider's Guide to U. S. Coin Values
The Insider's Guide to Coin Values 2000
The Coin World Guide to U. S. Coins, Prices, and Value Trends, 1983
The Large Print Edition of the Guide Book of United States Coins gives you all the content from the regular edition, shown 45% bigger! The Official Red Book(R)--A
Guide Book of United States Coins--is 75 years young and going strong. Since 1946 collectors around the country have loved the book's grade-by-grade coin values,
historical background, detailed specifications, high-resolution photographs, and accurate mintage data. How rare are your coins? How much are they worth? The 75th
edition of the Red Book tells you, covering everything from early colonial copper tokens to hefty Old West silver dollars and dazzling gold coins. You'll find 32,500+
prices and auction records for nearly 8,000 coins, tokens, medals, sets, and other collectibles. You'll also round out your education in classic and modern
commemoratives, Proof and Mint coins, error coins, Civil War tokens, Confederate coins, Philippine coins struck under U.S. sovereignty, private gold, all the latest
National Park quarters, Native American dollars, American Innovation dollars, bullion coins (silver, gold, platinum, and palladium), and more.
Acclaimed as its "Book of the Year" by the Numismatic Literary Guild, the 1993 edition of this #1 reference includes more than 22,000 of the most up-to-date values
for all U.S. coins and commemoratives, at-a-glance price performance graphs for tracking over five years of coin values, an expanded index, mintage tables, hundreds
of coin-sized photos, and more. (Collectibles)
Fully illustrated with more than 2,000 images, 2020 U.S. Coin Digest, 18th edition, is a comprehensive, fully researched and vetted color guide with values to all
United States coins issues featuring in a nearly indestructible hardcover with a lay-flat, easy-to-use format to make your experience even more enjoyable. This
complete reference to U.S. coins includes all circulating and non-circulating coins, from early American Token Coinage to modern commemorative issues of the 21st
century. The following features make the U.S. Coin Digest the only reference you need for collecting U.S. coins: • 2000 images--nearly all in full color--provide a
spectacular visual guide making identification and appreciation of U.S. coins easy and enjoyable. • Thousands of detailed listings completely and expertly vetted,
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allowing the consumer to collect with confidence. • A clear and easy-to-use guide to identifying minting errors with color images by Ken Potter, leading authority on
error coins and author of popular Strike It Rich with Pocket Change. • Coins of Colonial America • U.S. Territorial Gold coinage • U.S. Mint Sets, Proof Sets and
Prestige Sets with current market values • Coins of Hawaii, Puerto Rico and Philippines
Can’t make heads or tails out of coin collecting? You need Coin Collecting For Dummies, 2nd Edition, the treasure trove on information on numismatics. This handson guide escorts you through the world’s oldest hobby, helping you decide which type of coins you want to collect, keep your collection in mint condition, buy and sell
coins on the Internet, find interesting coin shows to attend, and assemble and diversify a great collection. The purpose of this fun, easy-to-access guide is to turn you
into a world-class coin collector in as little time as possible. You’ll learn what coins can teach you about history and geography, develop organizational and
observational skills, and learn to use analytical tools, all without event thinking about it. And you’ll learn the basics about ancient coins, U.S. coins, world coins, and
the wild-and-wooly stuff that really gets your numismatic juices flowing. Discover how to: Start your collection correctly Evaluate coins using age, condition, rarity,
and more Buy interesting coins without breaking the bank Locate rare and expensive coins Get savvy about avoiding fakes Get the whole family involved in your
collection Develop a buying strategy Clean and handle coins safely Keep your collection secure at home and on the road Investigate tokens, medals, and miscellaneous
coins Create complete collections of copper, nickel, silver, or gold U.S. coins When it comes to numismatics, Coin Collecting For Dummies, 2nd Edition is right on the
money!
The Complete Guide to Current Market Values
A Guide Book of United States Coins 2018
The Insider's Guide to U. S. Coin Values 2002
Warman's Coins & Paper Money
The Official Blackbook Price Guide to United States Coins 2014, 52nd Edition
How much is my coin worth? Looking for a place to find coin values or current coin prices? This book is a basic coin price guide for people who are
unfamiliar with coins but want to find out about old coin values. While coin collecting can require both time and effort, if you invest in learning
about valuable coins and how to collect them, you'll find that engaging in coin collecting can be a rewarding pastime. All you need to know about coin
value is in this book, and it has 9 chapters: Chapter One: The Lincoln Head Cent (1909-Present) Chapter Two: The Lincoln Head Penny As A Collectible
Chapter Three: The Lincoln Head Penny Errors Chapter Four: The Memorial Cents Chapter Five: Where Do I Find Pennies? Chapter Six: Getting Started
Chapter Seven: Review Of Terms and Errors Chapter Eight: Finding A Good Coin Chapter Nine: Children and Pennies Appendix: Source Material - Error Chart
"Fully illustrated catalog and retail valuation list--1556 to date."
Describes, evaluates, grades, and prices each coin, includes a fast-find reference index, and presents information on current trends and buying,
cleaning, and selling tips.
From creative minds worldwide have come fantasy coin issues never listed in any other comprehensive reference. Unusual Coins includes thousands of
issues spawned from the non-circulating legal tender boom, but not fitting into the realm of legitimate coinage. Here you'll find coins used by the
inhabitants of Middle Earth in The Lord of the Rings. These are real coins, created by Tom Maringer of Scottsdale, Ark., based on reference to coins in
the trilogy. Unusual World Coins features: • Expanded Page Count: to accommodate over 7,000 photos • Clear images of coins • Detailed descriptive
listings • Over 12,000 accurate market values About the Author George Cuhaj is an experienced and accomplished numismatist and researcher. An avid
collector with a passion for this hobby, he is closely aligned with leaders in the field. A past president of the American Medalic Sculpture
Association, he is a frequent instructor at the American Numismatic Association's Summer Seminars. George is also editor for The Standard Catalog of
World Paper Money series. Thomas Michael holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in history and a Master of Arts degree in economics. He has more than 20 years
of experience researching and reporting on world coin prices and market trends.
100 Greatest U.S. Coins
The Official Blackbook Price Guide to World Coins 2008
The Insider's Guide to U.S. Coin Values, 20th Edition
Redbook 2022 Us Coins Large Print
Let's Collect Coins
The Official Red BookA Guide Book of United States Coinsis 71 years young and going strong. Collectors around the country love the book's grade-by-grade values, auction records, historical
background, detailed specifications, high-resolution photographs, and accurate mintage data. How rare are your coins? How much are they worth? The Red Book tells you. Covering everything
from early colonial copper tokens to hefty Old West silver dollars and dazzling gold coins. You'll find 32,500+ prices for more than 7,600 coins, tokens, medals, sets, and other collectibles.
You'll also round out your education in commemoratives, Proof and Mint coins, error coins, Civil War tokens, Confederate coins, private gold, all the latest National Park quarters, Presidential
and Native American dollars, Lincoln cents, and more. Articles on investing, grading coins, and detecting counterfeits will make you a savvy collector; and entertaining essays on the history of
American coinage, shipwrecks and hoards, and the modern rare-coin market give you an inside look at "the hobby of kings." These are just some of the features of the informative, entertaining,
invaluable Red Bookthe world's best-selling coin price guide with more than 23 million copies sold.
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? Coin Inventory Log Book: Catalog, Keep & Track of Coins / Coin Collectors Log for Cataloging Collections / Large Print / Keep Track of Your Purchases / Coin Collectors Notebook / Coin
Collecting Book * ? An Excellent Large Coin Inventory Logbook, for maintaining accurate records organizer Coin Collection. ? Collectors Coin Log Book ? Premium & Unique Large coin
collection logbook. 8.5 x 11 inches / 110 Pages / High-Quality Cover. ? This Notebook/book is a perfect way for coin collectors for maintaining accurate records organizer Coin Collection. ?
features: ? ? Coin Collectors Log Book, ? Measures 8.5 x 11 inches, ? 110 Pages ? White Paper ? High-quality matte finish softcover ? Get it now! Coin Inventory Log Book: Large Print / Coin
Collecting Book / Old Paper Cover ? ??????????????????????????????????????????? ? keywords: quarter book collection, inventory logbook for home, coin collecting books, coin books for
collectors 2021, coin price guide 2021, quarters collection book, coin book price guide, coin collecting for kids, tears of a tiger, state coin books for quarters, a guide book of united states coins
2021, 2021 coin red book, world coins book, state quarters collector book, 2021 red book of united states coins, coin collecting software,dollar coin collection book, a guide book of united
states coins 2019 the official red , caper coins, coin books for quarters, coin books Whitman
"Collectors around the country love the book's grade-by-grade values, auction records, historical background, detailed specifications, high-resolution photographs, and accurate mintage data.
How rare are your coins? How much are they worth? The Red Book tells you, covering everything from early colonial copper tokens to hefty Old West silver dollars and dazzling gold coins.
You'll find 32,500+ prices for more than 7,600 coins, tokens, medals, sets, and other collectibles. You'll also round out your education in commemoratives, Proof and Mint coins, error coins,
Civil War tokens, Confederate coins, private gold, and all the latest National Park quarters, Presidential and Native American dollars, Lincoln cents, and more. Articles on investing, grading
coins, and detecting counterfeits will make you a savvy collector; and entertaining essays on the history of American coinage, shipwrecks and hoards, and the modern rare-coin market give
you an inside look at 'the hobby of kings.' These are just some of the features of the informative, entertaining, invaluable Red Book--the world's best-selling coin price guide"--From Publisher's
website.
This wonderful sourcebook showcases the most popular and collectible foreign coins from around the world--including uncirculated mint coins and rare used coins--all evaluated, graded, and
priced. A fast-find coin index lists thousands of prices, reflecting trends and sales. Photos. Previously annotated in June 1996 Advance as The Official Blackbook Price Guide to Foreign Coins.
A Guide Book of United States Coins
A Guide Book of United States Coins 2008
Coin World Guide to U.S. Coins, Prices & Values Trends 2009
How to Get the Best Price for Your Rare Coin Collection
Rare Coins
From the only expert hobbyists and investors can trust ... The most up-to-date, comprehensive coin book in America • Current 2002 fair market value for all U.S. coins • Insider’s information for the best deals in buying
and selling • Over 200 clear, authoritative photos Don’t be overcharged when you buy. Don’t be shortchanged when you sell. America’s #1 consumer advocate for coin hobbyists, collectors, and investors is Scott Travers.
His mission is to make sure you never fall prey to unscrupulous buyers or sellers. Now he has created a guide that provides comprehensive facts on all U.S. coins, advice on collecting trends, and a complete listing of the fair
market value for your coins today. Plus, he teaches you to be the expert with information on: • Understanding coin grades and what they mean in dollars and cents for collectors • The advantages of a “certified coin” from
a grading service • Essential specifications — diameter, weight, composition, edge, and designers — for popular U.S. coins • Comprehensive listings of coin periodicals The most complete and current price guide on the
market today!
An invaluable reference guide for both hobbyists and serious investors features the latest price information on and specifications of all major American coins, describing the coin rating system and certification process.
Original.
The most-consulted price guide to U.S. coins for more than forty years, an up-to-date edition--illustrated with black-and-white photographs--lists more than eighteen thousand prices, offers information on rare coins and
mint errors, furnishes tips on buying and selling coins, and features a fast-find coin index. Original. 50,000 first printing.
For over fifty years, The Official Blackbook Price Guide to United States Coins 2013 has been the bestselling sourcebook for collectors. Reflecting the current skyrocketing prices of gold and silver, this guide has all the
information you need to become a knowledgeable coin collector. Features include: •Over 18,000 prices •Values for every U.S. coin ever minted •An updated market review that traces current trends in collecting and
investing •Hundreds of coin illustrations and a fast-find index for easy identification •Extensive information on buying and selling coins at auction, coins shows, online, and through the mail
Coin Collecting For Dummies
2019 Official Red Book of United States Coins - Large Print Edition: The Official Red Book (Large Print)
Rare Coin Collection Notebook for Coin Collectors / Large Print / Catalog, Keep and Track of Coins / Keep Track of Your ... 110 Pages / High-Quality Matte Finish Cover
A Mercenary's Guide to the Rare Coin Market
The Official Blackbook Price Guide to United States Coins 2015, 53rd Edition

Focusing on the world coins most prized by collectors, a handy guide--illustrated with black-and-white photographs--lists more than four
thousand prices of coins from more than fifty countries and offers tips on trading, grading, and collecting them. Original.
Whitman Publishing debuted the Handbook of United States Coins in 1942. It was the first unbiased, authoritative resource showing how
much coin dealers were paying on average to buy U.S. coins by type, date, and mintmark. The groundbreaking new book was an immediate
hit, popular with dealers and collectors alike. For more than 79 years coin dealers have used the OFFICIAL BLUE BOOK(R) (as it came to
be known) to make buying offers. As a collector, you can use it to find out how much your coins are worth! The Blue Book's price listings
offer a real-world look at the rare-coin market, gathered from dealers around the country. The new 79th edition includes updated prices,
special features, and many new photographs. Coverage includes colonial and early American coins, federal coins (half cents through gold
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double eagles), commemoratives, Proof sets, die varieties, private and territorial gold, tokens, the newest Presidential and American
Innovation dollars, National Park quarters, bullion coins, and other United States Mint products. More than 25,000 prices in multiple
grades. Easy-to-follow coin-grading instructions. Coins and tokens from the 1600s to today. Historical information. Hundreds of detailed,
actual-size photos. How to start a coin collection. Detailed mintage records, and much more
For over fifty years, The Official Blackbook Price Guide to United States Coins has been the bestselling sourcebook for collectors. Filled
with the most current values and the latest market reports, this updated edition has all the information you need to become a
knowledgeable coin collector. Features Include: • Over 18,000 prices • Values for every U.S. coin ever minted • An updated market review
that traces current trends in collecting and investing • Hundreds of coin illustrations and a fast-find index for easy identification •
Extensive information on buying, selling, and grading coins at auction, online, and through the mail
For over fifty years, The Official Blackbook Price Guide to United States Coins has been the bestselling sourcebook for collectors. Filled
with the most current values and the latest market reports, this updated edition has all the information you need to become a
knowledgeable coin collector. Features Include: •Over 18,000 prices •Values for every U.S. coin ever minted •An updated market review
that traces current trends in collecting and investing •Hundreds of coin illustrations and a fast-find index for easy identification
•Extensive information on buying, selling, and grading coins at auction, online, and through the mail
An Introduction to a Fascinating Hobby, with Price Guide of Valuable Coins
2020 U.S. Coin Digest
Crash Course in Collecting Coins
The Official Blackbook Price Guide to U. S. Coins
A Guide Book of United States Coins, 2nd Edition: The Official Red Book, Deluxe Edition
America’s #1 consumer advocate for coin hobbyists, collectors, and investors is Scott Travers. Now he has created a guide that
provides comprehensive facts on all U.S. coins and a complete listing of the fair market value for your coins today. Plus, he
teaches you how to play the lucrative global game of coin collecting and investing by including: • How to identify valuable coins
that are hiding in pocket change • Secrets of how to grade, trade, and preserve coins like the experts • Current trends in the
coin market and how to profit from trading coins • The most complete coin price guide on the market today!
Collecting coins is easy, and all coins are good to have. Coin collecting is fun, safe and educational for you and your child.
Most people think that you have to buy coins to start a collection, but you can begin with just the change in your pocket.
Valuable Coins: Coins from Every Era Provide You Unique Look Different Civilizations
Unusual World Coins
Identification and Price Guide
Official 2009 Price Guide to World Coins
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